Covers Unlimited introduces TURF-MAT 'IS SAFE, STURDY AND SIMPLE TO USE.

- TURF-MAT is 100% needle-punched polyester, which allows turf to breathe, and lets water, air and sunlight through so turf stays green and healthy.

- TURF-MAT protects both natural and artificial turf from foot traffic, food and liquid spills, grandstands, equipment and other heavy loads.

- TURF-MAT is easy to put down and repack and takes far less time than any other kind of protective surface. Just unroll and tape seams; no special anchoring is necessary.

- TURF-MAT is used by professional and college stadiums throughout the U.S. and Canada, including:
  
  L.A. Coliseum  
  Orange Bowl  
  Cleveland Browns Stadium  
  Bowling Green University  
  Veterans Memorial Stadium, Erie, PA  
  Bellkin Productions  
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NOW YOU CAN BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER AND SAVE!
Any size roll/combination: 19¢ per sq. ft.
Comes in 15½ ft. x 150 ft. rolls.
Custom sizes are available at no extra charge. No order is too small.

For more information, please call or write:
SCHERBA INDUSTRIES, INC.  
Covers Unlimited Division  
4472 W. 160th Street  
Cleveland, OHIO 44135  
(216) 267-0330
LOCKE MAKES THE CUT...

at the finest
playing fields
around the world.

On baseball, football, soccer
fields and golf courses, Locke's cut-
ing edge, a unique scissors action, pro-
duces a clean and uniform cut unmatched
by the competition. While other mowers shatter
or shear the grass, Locke reel mowers actually cut
each blade of grass cleanly and consistently. The
result is a uniform playing surface that maintains its
healthy, green appearance and helps improve the
quality of play.

Constructed from forged steel frames, machined
cast-iron components and precision carbon steel
blades, Locke mowers have been proven season after
season. Powered by durable cast-iron engines, Locke
mowers are built to last more than 20 years. So make
your next cut with a Locke... Choose from the Locke
Single, when maneuverability is crucial on smaller
grounds; the Locke Triplex, setting the standard for
commercial mower performance, quality and durability
for over fifty years; or, a riding mower, the Locke
Professional, is ideal for the larger sports turf
grounds.

For the name of your nearest authorized dealer,
contact Locke today.

LOCKE MANUFACTURING INC.
1100 Boston Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06610 203-333-3157

Ask for your Sports Turf Specialist.

Dealer Inquiries Invited.
The Ultimate Aerator

GreenCare has combined high-tech engineering and simple design to produce the strongest, most versatile and efficient aerator on the market today. Vertical aeration combined with variable pattern, variable depth and a variety of tine types and sizes provide today's Turf Specialists with the tool they need to tailor aeration to their requirements.

Core Collection System
- Simply attaches to rear of CoreMaster.
- Auto-reset on next aeration pass.
- Removes cores as you aerate and automatically dumps cores at the end of each run.
- One man can do the work of four.
- No other expensive machines or operators required.
- On golf greens, play can continue during aeration.

The Ultimate Topdresser

GreenCare engineering leads the way in Turf Equipment Innovation again:
- All hydraulic drive.
- Tubular steel and zinc annealed sheet metal construction.
- Roller drum eliminates conveyor belt problems.
- Internal rotating baffle prevents "material surge" at the start of each run.
- Independent control of brush speed, drum rotation and gate opening provide precise rate of application.
- Flared top for easy filling with front-end loader.

For more information and your nearest distributor, contact the pros at GREENCARE. They'll be happy to share the news.
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